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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction to the Problem
In Megatrends, Naisbitt (1983) declared that America has become a
nation of clerks.

Once, 70% of the job force was involved in

manufacturing; now that same percentage is working in the information
processing field.

Over the years the national economy has progressed

from an agricultural base to an industrial base, and recently from an
industrial base to an information base.

High technology not only

continues to reshape many traditional work functions, it profoundly
impacts how America trains and develops its work force.
Societal changes have caused a growing commitment by United States
corporations to education in the work force.

A report by the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1985) stated that in an age
of whirlwind technology an engineer's training can become obsolete
within five years.

Businesses have become their own educational

provider as a matter of survival.
According to the Carnegie study, U.S. companies are training and
educating nearly 8 million people per year.

This is very close to the

total enrollment in four-year colleges and universities in America.
Although there is some controversy over which method of instruction is
more effective, that of the universities or of businesses, one thing is
clear, corporate classes do have clear instructional goals and they are
centered on getting results.

Transference from the training

environment to the job situation allows trainees to take what they
learn and use it in a few weeks instead of a few years.
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Another survey conducted in 1982 found that corporations plan on
giving more attention to training at all levels (Choate, 1982).

The

reason given for increased training was the demand for greater
productivity and an increased desire to facilitate change in corporate
cultures.

The report stated that the results of training and

development activities will be monitored more carefully than in the
past to ensure that they support corporate objectives and are cost
effective.

Corporations reported that they probably will rely more on

internally developed training packages than off-the-shelf courses
developed by universities and other outside parties (Schoonmaker,
1985).

All trends indicate that personnel will be needed in the

training and development field and that the field of corporate training
will continue to be an important and dynamic portion of the corporate
infrastructure.
Work place training and development is roughly equivalent in size
to the entire elementary, secondary, and higher education systems.
Though largely unrecognized, corporate learning has grown to be a $30
billion a year industry that, ironically, is more important than formal
education in determining what a person will earn throughout his/her
working life (Carnevale, 1983).
Importance of the Problem
In the last five years the proportion of employees participating
in education, training, and development programs increased more often
than it decreased in all major personnel categories.

This occurred in

spite of the major recession taking place during the first years of the
survey (Gorovitz, 1983).
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Given the need for high quality training and development in
today's corporate world, then the next step is to understand better the
function of industrial training and to examine the roles that pertain
to that field.

The problems posed in this study will be addressed from

two standpoints.

The first, a review of the literature, will provide

the background needed to understand training competencies.

A review of

training and development roles and background material pertaining to
the use of training personnel will augment the study of training
competencies.

The second, interviews with several employers presently

involved with training and human resource development, will introduce
the training competencies employers perceive to be important in today's
marketplace.

Because of the variance in training and development roles

it was not always possible to ask the training personnel being
interviewed the same questions.

None of the people being interviewed

did exactly the same job, yet all were part of the training and
development field.

A variety of questions were asked in accordance

with the role of the person being interviewed.

Both standpoints will

be used to predict the future directions of the training and
development field.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Areas of Study
The Review of the Literature is to be divided into two main areas.
The first section will define the functions and roles of the training
and development specialist.

The second section will use interviews

with people in these roles and relevant periodical articles published
since 1980 to determine the competencies needed to fill the roles
discussed in the first section.

Trends in how these competencies have

changed and are continuing to change will also be discussed.
Training and Development Roles
In 1983, The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD)
conducted a survey that listed 15 functions of people employed in the
area of Training and Development.

The survey identified the following

roles:
1.

Evaluator--the role of identifying the extent of a program,

service, or product's impact.

This role is most closely correlated to

that of needs and task analysts.

A person in the evaluator role must

be able to assess individual changes in knowledge, skill, attitude,
behavior, and results.

An evaluator must judge instructional quality

and use instruments that collect and interpret data.

This role

requires the highest level of skill in data reduction and research.
2.

Group facilitator--the role of managing group discussions and

group process so that individuals learn and group members feel the
experience is positive.

The group facilitator should be able to

produce group discussions in which issues and needs are constructively
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assessed and where individuals all feel connnitted to action.

This role

requires high expertise levels in influencing groups to both accomplish
tasks and fulfill the needs of their members.
3.

Individual development counselor--the role of helping and

assessing personal competencies, values, and goals, and identifying and
planning development and career actions.

This person must have high

levels of counseling skills and career development knowledge.

This is

the individual who initiates feedback, monitors and manages career
plans for people in the organization.
4.

Instructional writer--the role of preparing learning and

instructional materials.

An instructional writer produces exercises,

textbooks, scripts, manuals, and probably most importantly for the
future, computer software.

A writer must know how adults acquire and

use knowledge, and, at the same time, understand individual differences
in learning.
5.

Instructor--the role of presenting information and directing

structured learning experiences so that individuals learn.

An

instructor must produce an individual with new knowledge, skill,
attitudes or behavior in his/her repertoire.

A good instructor should

also know how to integrate video, audio, films, computers, and other
audio-visual materials into good teaching methods.

A person in this

area needs a variety of skills, some of which are adult learning
understanding, computer competence, presentation skills, and
questioning skills.
6.

Manager of training and development--the role of planning,

organizing, staffing, and controlling training and development
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operations or training and development projects and of linking training
and development projects and of linking training and development
operations with other organization units.

A training and development

manager has to monitor' departmental objectives and budgets while at the
same time creating a positive work environment.

He/she must also be

able to work with and coordinate problems and solutions with other
departments within the organization.
7.

Marketer--the role of selling viewpoints, learning packages,

programs, and services to target audiences outside one's own work unit.
The marketer must be knowledgeable in sales presentations, program
overviews, and promotional materials.

It requires a high level of

expertise in industry understanding and negotiation skills.
8.

Media specialist--the role of producing software for and using

audio, visual, and computer and other hardware-based technologies.
Personnel qualified in this area should be able to produce or oversee
the production of a wide variety of audio and visual productions and
computer software and be knowledgeable in purchasing and maintaining
the hardware associated with this field.
9.

Needs analyst--the role of defining gaps between ideal and

actual performance and specifying the cause of the gaps.

A needs

analyst must be able to identify the knowledge and skill requirements
of jobs, tasks, and roles.
computer.

Much of this information is now fed into a

However, relevant information must be programmed into the

computer to receive relevant results.
be skilled in doing this.

A competent needs analyst must
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10.

Program administrator--the role of ensuring that the

facilities, equipment, materials, participants, and other components of
a learning environment are present and that program logistics run
smoothly.

This is the person who selects and schedules facilities such

as motels, convention centers, etc., and does so on a cost-effective
basis.
11.

Program designer--the role of preparing objectives, defining

content, selecting, and sequencing activities for a specific program.
The program designer establishes specifications, sequencing plans, and
priorities of training content, activities, materials, and methods.
This role overlaps with that of instructional writers and
theoreticians.
12.

Strategist--the role of developing long-range plans for what

the training and development structure, organization, direction,
policies, programs, services, and practices will be in order to
accomplish the training and development mission.

The strategist must

be able to identify the technical and socio-economic forces and trends
impacting training and development.

He/she must also identify the

strengths and weaknesses along with the opportunities and threats to
the area.

Cost benefit analysis and the interpretation of data are

strong skills for this area.
13.

Task analyst--identifying the activities, tasks, human

resource and support requirements necessary to accomplish specific
results in a job or organization.

A task analyst must possess

extremely strong competency identification skills.

The task analyst
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must also be able to identify the knowledge and skill requirements of
jobs, tasks, and roles.
14.

Theoretician--the role of developing and testing theories of

learning, training, and development.

To be a successful theoretician

means being able to produce new concepts and theories of learning and
behavior change.

Research designs and reports constitute a major

responsibility of this role.
15.

Transfer agent--the role of helping individuals apply learning

after the learning experience.

This person is the link between

training experiences and on-the-job applications.

The transfer agent

produces plans and job aids to support performance and learning.
He/she tries to modify the on-the-job environment to support and
nurture learning.

Critical skills include adult learning skills and

being able to communicate opinions, observations, and conclusions in
such a manner that they are easily understood.
The above series of roles usually contains a large amount of
crossover in actual situations.

For example, training and development

managers often serve as group facilitators, strategists, theoreticians,
along with several other roles, depending on the size of the
corporation and how specialized its personnel.

Smaller corporations

and private training firms have positions that sometimes encompass
most, if not all, of the roles mentioned.

Large corporations may break

the roles down into the more specialized positions that have been
described.
The corporations participating in the survey indicated that there
would be a strong need for all fifteen roles (ASTD):

Standards of
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Excellence, (1983).

These corporations also predicted that the roles

would go through both subtle and dramatic changes within the next five
years.

Some of these changes will be discussed in the implications and

recommendations section.
Training and Development Backgrounds
People that fill ASTD's 15 roles come from a variety of background
and educations.

College level educational qualifications often include

a background in education.

Degrees in business and management seem to

be the next most numerous background followed by degrees in social
science.
Educational backgrounds of people currently involved in the
training and development field with bachelor's degrees are shown in
Table 1 (Lee, 1985).

Those with graduate degrees now involved in the

training and development area are listed according to their specialty
in Table 2 (Lee, 1985).

Education is the leading college background in

both the bachelor's degree category and by a large margin in the
graduate degree category.

Business/Management is the second most

common background in both degree areas followed by Social Science and
Psychology.
In a survey conducted by University of Wisconsin-Stout in 1982, in
the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area, ten businesses that
produced instructional or training materials required broad backgrounds
and skills of their employees (Table 3).
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Table 1
Bachelor of Arts Degree Educational Background

Specialty

Percent

Education

17.6

Business/Management

16.0

Social Sciences

14.7

Psychology

10.8

Engineering

5.5

Letters

5.4

Communications

4.4

Health Services

3.2

Physical Sciences

2.9

Biological Sciences

2.6

Industrial Relations

2.1

Human Resource Training

1.9

Other

13.1
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Table 2
Graduate Degree Educational Background

Specialty

Percent

Education

31.6

Business/Management

18.6

Psychology

10.4

Social Sciences

6.7

Human Resource/Training Development

6.1

Communications

2.4

Industrial Relations

2.2

Health Services

2.2

Letters

2.0

Engineering

1.7

Other

16.0
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Table 3
Backgrounds Desired by Training Companies in Minneapolis Metro Area
(1982)

Skills, Backgrounds, and Experience

A%

B%

C%

College, Undergraduate Degree

20

50

30

Post Graduate College Degree

0

20

80

Verbal Communication Skills

100

0

0

Human Relations Skills

100

0

0

Technical Writing Skills

40

60

0

Knowledge of Audio Visual Techniques

20

80

0

Work Experience

50

40

10

Note.

A% = Absolutely Necessary
B% = Beneficial
C% = Can do Without

In this survey the businesses were given a choice of seven backgrounds,
skills, and experiences and told to mark them as:

(a) absolutely

necessary, (b) beneficial, or (c) can do without.

They were told to

also mention any other competencies, skills, or backgrounds that they
thought to be of importance.
Aptitudes mentioned included teaching skills, a technical
background, mechanical aptitude, time management skills, and an
industrial background.

The survey indicated that verbal and human

relations skills head the list of requirements.

All of the businesses

surveyed thought verbal and human relations skills were absolutely
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necessary for entry level success in the field of training and
development.
Competency Trends Since 1977
In 1977 ASTD sponsored a survey in an attempt to ascertain on-thejob functions of training personnel.

A total of 2,790 responses

indicated three competencies most highly rated.

These three

competencies were design of specific programs to meet specific needs,
establishment and maintenance of good relationships with clients, and
determination of program content (Pinto & Walker, 1978).

Though these

are still highly desirable traits in training today, the shift is
toward a different type of instruction.

Instructional design, though

geared to a different method of instruction, keeps cropping up in
everyone's survey as an important quality to possess.

In 1977 the

dominant training delivery was lecture/discussion.

Manuals and

workbooks were next on the list of delivery modes.

These traditional

delivery methods are now sharing time with non-print media such as
video, computer-assisted instruction, and interactive video.

It

follows that different types of competencies are also desired.
San Francisco State University conducted a similar survey in 1980
in preparation for an internship program in the Northern California Bay
Area.

Their results are shown in Table 4.

Although their survey

discussed skills rather than competencies, some basic references can
still be drawn from the results.

The skills are ranked in the table in

order of importance with the mean score in the right column.

Companies

were to rate each skill from 0 ("Not At All Important") to 10 ("Very
Important").
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Table 4
Critical Skills (Mean Responses Rank Order)

Rank

Skill

Mean Score

1

Interpersonal communications

9.26

2

Work with a minimum of supervision

8.48

3

Problem solving

8.35

4

Work under pressure or overtime

8.32

5

Analysis, planning, and development of fairly
complex training programs

8.23

6

Work in on time

8.03

7

Testing, questionnaire design, and evaluation skills

6.53

8

Writing procedures, manuals, and creating job aides

6.38

9

·some knowledge of the company's field (banking,
electronics, etc.)

6.32

10

Media preproduction

6.25

11

Budget development or consultation

6,03

12

Work at remote sites (travel)

5.94

13

Teaching

5.88

14

Writing self-study workbooks

5,58

15

Editing written work

5.35

16

Scriptwriting

5.33

17

Media postproduction

5.32

18

Television production

5,25

19

Small staff supervision

4.88

20

Slide/tape production

4.59
(table continues)
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Rank

Skill

Mean Score

21

Production unit management

4.52

22

Graphics

4.41

23

Media storage, retrieval, ordering, inventory

3.35

24

Still photography

3.31

25

Multi-image media production

2.74

26

Computer programming

2.30

The category seen as most desirable was interpersonal
communications.

When a company relies on the individual's interaction

with clients, subject matter experts, peers, and other resource people,
his/her communications skills become crucial for success.
Instructional design qualities were also prominent in the ten highly
ranked categories.

In ninth place in this survey was possession of

some knowledge of the company's field.

In some of the follow-up

interviews it was found that although some corporations preferred to
hire subject-matter-experts (SME's) and teach them to train, more often
the corporations wanted instructional design skills in their trainers
and would provide SME's as resource people.
A more recent questionnaire sent to training personnel in the
Austin, Texas area asked what these people wanted to learn in the human
development area.

A list of eight topics was given in the

questionnaire and respondents were asked to rate them in order of
"Priority" (Most Important) to "none" (No Importance).
survey are shown in Table 5 (Hudspeth, 1985).

Results of this
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Table 5
Interest(%) of Trainers in Acquiring Specific Design and Development
Skills (N = 102)

Prty

Impt

Mdt

Systematically select the most cost/
beneficial learning material
(e.g., role play, workshop,
video tape, CAI).

50

24

17

6

3

Collect and use data from a variety
of sources to accurately determine
the need for training.

50

23

19

4

4

Given a training need and skill
analysis, design instruction by
assessing entry skills, writing
learning objectives, specifying
learning events, etc.

48

33

13

2

4

Given a training need, analyze
the need in terms of skill tasks
and job performance measures.

46

29

17

6

2

Given a training design, prepare
measures of job performance; write
valid reliable test items, etc.

44

29

18

7

2

Collect and analyze data from a
variety of sources to evaluate
the effect of training.

37

31

25

5

2

Given a training design, produce
learner oriented print and nonprint material, study guides, etc.

33

32

21

8

6

Given a training program, prepare
a management plan that addresses
instructor training, distribution
of materials, etc.

33

28

29

6

4

Note.

Prty = Priority
Impt = Important
Mdt - Moderate

Some

None
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Interviews
In continuing to attempt to find out what qualities and
competencies potential employers are looking for, a series of informal
interviews was conducted with training firms in the Minneapolis/St.
Paul area.

These interviews were conducted by the author with large

corporations:

Honeywell, Wilson Learning, and Toro Corporation and

with smaller firms:

AFTEC and Starstream Productions.

Across-the-

board responses were difficult to obtain because of the variety of
training roles encountered.

As shown in the definition of roles

section, the training and development field encompasses a large variety
of functions, some fairly remote from each other.

Questions were asked

in the interviews that were pertinent to the individual's role within
that particular company.

All were questioned as to what they

considered important in the performance of their particular role.

From

these questions an attempt was made to determine the interviewer's
personal philosophy on training competency requirements.

A short

description of the role of the training personnel interviewed will be
given along with its relationship in respect to the rest of that company.
Larger Corporations
The larger corporate interests usually placed the training people
in the personnel department.

In many instances these were staff people

who had worked for the company for several years and had little formal
educational background.

Many times these were people who coordinated

the production of training materials with independent consultants.
Honeywell defined their trainer prerequisites by analyzing the
training system from both the subject matter content perspective and
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from the basis of instructional strategy.

The type, level, and

difficulty of the subject matter determine the kind and amount of
technical expertise that instructors must possess.

The instructional

strategy determines the professional knowledge and teaching skills
required by trainers (J. Nelso, personal communication, June 7, 1985).
Tracey (1984) correlated this thought by stating the training
objectives, the content of the training program, and the instructional
strategies are the source of instructor prerequisites.
Subject matter expertise is still often times seen as the most
important prerequisite for working in the corporate training sector.
For this reason most of the training positions in the three large
companies interviewed were filled by in-company personnel.

Toro

Corporation viewed their training positions as stepping stones through
the corporate framework (B. Maslewski, personal communication, June 7,
1985).

Although this was not the response that the interviewer had

expected to hear, Toro went on to say that they anticipated openings
for personnel with both subject matter and instructional strategies
expertise in the future.

Their human resources program was asked to

contribute to the company's competitive edge by recruiting talented
people, training them, and not letting them stagnate.
Many of the corporate people interviewed had a tendency to be
involved in specific areas such as graphics, instructional design, or
writing.

Although all three corporations had training departments, the

scope of their work was somewhat limited.

Much of the in-depth

production was hired out to independent consultants.
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Independent Training Consultants
The independent consultants were usually smaller, typically three
to twenty people operations.

Their operations were basically limited

to what type of equipment they could afford to purchase and their
expertise in various areas.

The term heard most often when talking to

these people was "cost effectiveness."

Equipment was not purchased to

embellish the production area; it had to have earning power.
AFTEC, Inc. in Minneapolis, is an example of a small three person
organization.

Their education ranges from two people with post

graduate degrees, one in Instructional Technology, to one with a high
school diploma.

Two of the associates have strong technical

backgrounds while the third has a degree in business.

The person with

the least education had approximately 30 years of industrial experience
(D. Gayther, personal communication, June 6, 1985).
Starstream Productions, a team of twelve people, is located in
Seattle, Washington and Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Their training work is

heavily video oriented and they serve as sub-contractors to
instructional technology producers who do not have extensive video
capabilities.

Their work also includes a large amount of advertising

that consists mostly of thirty and sixty second commercials.

They are

shown both locally and nationally.
Starstream employees function mostly as producers, directors, and
business coordinators.

They produce a wide variety of training

materials but often not at the same time.

Owner Jay Booth explains:

We cannot afford to have a vidicam operator on the staff
full-time. We might dip heavily into video for two weeks, and
then spend a week doing graphics or printed materials. It's very
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hard to find a cameraman who can design graphic layouts and just
happens to also have a journalistic background. What we do is
hire technicians for a shoot and sub out our printing once we have
it designed. And fortunately, there is an abundance of free-lance
writers in this area. (J. Booth, personal communication, June 5,
1985).
Booth recommended a broad based communication background for work
in the training area.

He said a history of production methods is

critical because it helps to determine the worth of new methods and
materials that are emerging all the time.
he deemed to be necessary.

Journalism was another area

Booth stated that journalism helps the

budding technologist to become more methodical, to break writing down
into its components.

He also mentioned personnel management as a

strong card in anyone's background.

He stated, "You are working with

people all of the time and learning how to keep in control and
effectively persuade will do nothing to damage your chances of
success" (J. Booth, personal communication, June 5, 1985).
New Technologies Trends
Seymour Lusterman (1985), in "Trends in Corporate Training and
Education" stressed the need to pay more attention to tieing training
programs to companies' strategic goals.

He went on to say that the new

technologies, video, computer-aided instruction, interactive video, and
satellite broadcasting, are having important effects on the training
function.

One of their main attractions is the ability to train

personnel individually, rather than in groups.

Group training is cost

effective when performed by a qualified instructor.

Many times,

however, only one or two persons are in need of specific training at a
given time, making individualized instruction much more attractive.
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The new technologies also provide benefits such as increased
instructional effectiveness and training paced to individual needs.
Effective instruction requires effective software, however, and future
training personnel will require a suitable background in the newer
technologies in order to produce and recognize quality software.
Along with being capable of using new technologies, several other
trends were mentioned as affecting training competencies in the near
future.

ASTD's Standards of Excellence survey (1983) mentioned:

1.

More evaluation and validation designs and plans.

2.

Better facilitation of group-type decisions.

3.

Enhanced skills on the part of an individual to identify and

carry our his/her development needs and goals.
4.

Production of better teaching guides (instructional

technology).
5.

More attention given to student (employee) needs.

6.

Clearer operating objectives.

In addition, Lusterman (1985) mentioned the need for performance
problems and discrepancies being identified and reported more quickly,
better specifications and sequencing for training content, and more
accurate long-range strategies for training and development strengths
and weaknesses.
Summary of the Literature Review
The review of the literature attempted to clarify training roles.
It went on, through interviews and relevant articles, to identify the
competencies that potential employers felt important in order to fill
these roles.
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The fifteen training and development roles indicated a wide area
of backgrounds and educational requirements.

Many of the roles

mentioned were not entry-level jobs and probably would require some
experience in the training and development field.
The need for training and development roles is established,
especially in this age of rapidly changing technologies.

America's

need to stay close to the forefront of technological advancement also
requires a changing in and an improvement of the way people are
trained.

Several trends were mentioned as ways of improving corporated

instruction.
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the review of the literature, it was found that most U.S.
companies have significantly changed their education and training
programs.

Rapid technological change and the new strategies adopted by

many companies to cope with this change have resulted in an emphasis on
obtaining Training and Development personnel with a wide variety of
backgrounds and competencies.

Subject matter is changing so fast that

instructional development backgrounds are now at least as important as
subject matter backgrounds.
From the review of the literature and information derived from
several interviews, the following competencies stand out for both
entry-level and advanced positions in the fifteen Training and
Development roles:
1.

Strong Verbal Communication Skills.

2.

Strong Human Relations Skills.

3.

Experience or knowledge of the new educational technologies.

4.

Broad-based communications background.

5.

Classroom teaching skills.

6.

Subject-matter expertise in a certain area.

7.

Broad based business and industrial background.

8.

Ability to undergo continual upgradement and change.

Though not listed as a competency, it was generally agreed by
those interviewed and from the literature reviewed that possessing at
least a bachelor's degree or equivalent, preferably in Education or
Business/Management, made the training candidate much more attractive
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to potential employers.

Most of the sources in the research felt that

a degree in a field related to training was almost a necessity.

A

master's degree was felt to be even more desirable.
As stated earlier, one of the main problems in defining exactly
what competencies the corporate world desires is the fact that training
and development roles include such a broad range of requirements.
This, coupled with the fact that many companies would rather hire from
within to gain subject matter expertise, further complicates the issue.
Certainly further research would help in establishing what a
college graduate would need to obtain an entry level job in the
training field.

This study can state that there is a need for

competent training and development personnel, that the need should
increase in the near future, and that corporations are starting to look
more closely at instructional competence when hiring training and
development personnel.
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